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General Comment

As a resident of Custer County, I wholeheartedly oppose the proposed Dewey-Burdock In-Situ
Uranium Recovery Project. If the state would carefully review the history of Powertech, they have
absolutely no experience in this type of mining, and due to the leniency in South Dakota law,
there will be little to no oversight on this project. Previous attempts by Powertech to mine in other
states such as Colorado have been blocked due to their inexperience, their inability to guarantee
that the water from our aquifers will be returned to as good if not a better state than it was when
they started. Wyoming has allowed this in situ uranium mining with disastrous results, poisoned
wells and ground. A close look at this company will show that they will stop at nothing short of
empty promises and getting state/local laws changed to allow them to proceed. They are not
financially solvent and if contamination of any type were to occur, who is going to pay for the
clean up and damge to the health of the environment, residents and wildlife. We are a tourist

> based state, ugly wells, poisoned water etc. were not what brought my family here, first as
Kvisitors, then as residents. The United States has a 200 year stock pile of uranium, there is no

guarantee that Powertech will keep this hazardous material in the states and won't sell to our
Ienemies. There is no guarantee that there will be no accidents or contamination, they will not

deplete aquifers in a drought ridden state. They also cannot guarantee 80-100 jobs to only
residents of South Dakota or that the mining will continue for 10-20 years. It has also been
scientifically proven that wildfires, (which unfortunately are an ongoing occurence here) crossing
an in situ mining site spread the contaminants far and, wide. They could possibly destroy the water

In supply not only from Fall River,and Custer but Pennington County too. The risks which we will
< never recover from far outweigh any benefit there could be to the state or its residents t>
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